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Abstract

Developing a computerized national information system in

Egypt is under investigation. The justification for

introduction of such a system is discussed through a System

Dynamics approach. The value of information is assessed by

studying the effects of changes in information quality

attributes on the national development process.

The study provides a System Dynamics model of the

national development process. Building upon the

governmental policy for development, the model is divided

into five main sectors; demographic, military, labor,

capital, and housing sector. The five sectors are

integrated and tested as a single unit.

In the model construction, decisions are modeled as a

combination of information flows describing the status and

objectives of the system. Information entering a decision

is assumed to be available with certain levels of accuracy

and timeliness. Those levels are changed through two

experiments which measure different effects on the

objectives of national development. Finally,

recommendations are introduced for further research which

will enhance the model's usefulness for both information

evaluation and other policies of development.

Reproduced from
stbe$ available copy
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SYSTEM DYNAMICS AS A TOOL

FOR INFORMATION SYSTEM DESIGN

I. INTRODUCTION

Definition of the Problem

Throughout the long history o-f Egypt, the government has

had a significant role in forming the future of the country.

The eras of development and the eras of stagnation refer to

the high or low quality of governmental decisions. The

people have always looked to the quality of the governmental

decisions as an indication of the quality of life in the

future. The quality of governmental decisions and control

depends on the quality of information they are built upon.

This fact led to a proposition of developing a computerized

national information system [17:1653.

The justification for the introduction of a new

information system usually lies on comparative "cost-saving"

grounds; how much it costs to obtain the information with

the new system by comparison with the old 140:393. This is

certainly an important criterion and one which usually can

be expressed and realized in concrete figures. In the case

of developing a new national information system, however,

the criterion fails to attach adequate importance on the

impact the new information may have on performance of the



total system. More accurate information, or more timely

information, does not guarantee better performance for the

. system as a whole. The value of information can only be

assessed from the changes in organizational stability which

accompany its use [41:57J. In other words, information may

have a value to the government which is independent of the

cost of obtaining it. This value is related to the effects

the information has on the development of the country,

something which is often very difficult to estimate in

advance and for this reason, often goes unestimated. As

Forrester states [5:427] :

"Better information is worth the value we attach to
the improved industrial performance which results
when better information is available. Unless we can
determine the change in system performance that will
result from a changed information flow we cannot
determine its value. The value of information has
usually been determined by highly subjectiv, means
that necessarily include an estimate of wh:-t the
information will do to the dynamic behavior of the
system. Our ability to estimate the characteristics
of information-feedback systems is poor. It is to
be expected that one of the weakest areas of

managerial judgment is in placing a dollar value on
an information source."

This research is concerned with the link between the

structure of information and national development. The

concern is formulated specifically in the next two Sections.

Problem Statement

Developing a computerized national information system in

• Egypt is under investigation. There is no completed dynamic

.57
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model that is capable of capturing the effects of changes in

the structure of information on national development. Such

a model will enable the decision maker to assess the value

of information and estimate the benefits of developing sc

a system. The model would also provide a vehicle for system

analysts to use in understanding the requirements and

characteristics of the information s.ystem.

Research Objectives

The primary objective of the research is to develop a

* dynamic model which captures the relationships between the

structure of information and the national development

process. The model is used to investigate the impact of

information structure changes on government policies for

national development. It is also used to assess the value

of information and estimate the benefits of the proposed

information system. In addition, the model may be used to

discuss the requirements and characteristics of the

information system. These objectives are approached within

- a specific scope which is defined in the next section.

- Scope

The research is directed at understanding and modeling

the effects of the quality of information on the national

development process. It considers the two attributes of

information; timeliness and accuracy. These attributes are

N.



the ones most commonly associated with information quality

114,23,26,37,391. The Policies considered in the national

development process are compiled from the official

publications about the current five-year plan for national

development. The model is developed at a high level of

aggregation and primarily is intended to portray trends of

the major variables which already exist rather than

contingent variables which may be considered in further

research. Within these limitations, the research is

performed using the methodology explained in the next

section.

Methodology

The methodology applied in this research is that of

System Dynamics. It is defined as:

.4"the study of the information-feedback
characteristics of industrial activity to show how
organizational structure, amplification (in
policies), and time delays (in decision and actions)

4 interact to influence the success of the enterprise.
It treats the interactions between the flows of
information, money, orders, materials, personnel,
and capital equipment in a company, an industry, or
a national economy."1 5,13J.

There are four main factors in this selection. The

first is the applicability of System Dynamics to large

dynamic systems such as national development systems

118:557,28:201. The second is its capability to simulate

the time varying behavior of the interaction between system

components and information feedback loops [5:14). The third

4



~is its use of formal, quantitative Computer models which may

be considered as ex-iperimental tools 15:17]. They allow

-repeated exper imentati on with the system, testing

assumptions, or altering government policies. The fourth is

~its usefulness for policy analysis and problem solving on

}. consecutive phases at the national level C73.

iSystem Dynamics, or Industrial Dynamics as it was first

, introduced, was developed at the Massachusetts Institute of

~Technology (M.I.T.) School of Industrial Management by Jay

=%W. Forester in the late 1950s. Applications of the System

Dynamics approach include a world resources model [9,22]1,

industrial research and development [33], weapon systems

acquisition [433, business planning [3], industry modeling

[15], and resource management E83.

The problems that have been addressed from the

perspective of System Dynamics have at least two features in

common. First, they are dynamic, in the sense that they

involve quantities which change over time. The second

feature involves the notion of feedback which has appeared

to engineers in servo-mechanisms and closed-loop control

systems, to physiologists as homeostasis, and to social

scientists as the notion of the vicious circle and the

self-fulfilling prophecy. These two features of time

varying behavior and information feedback are clearly

typical of the problem of this research.

s Forrester[4,5,6] and Richardson and Pugh [32]22 explain

w1



the System Dynamics approach to policy analysis and problem

solving. The approach tends to look within a system for the

-sources of its problem behavior. It isolates those portions
of a system, its environment, and information flows within a

system that relate to a perceived problem or required

policy. This internal point of view results in models of

feedback systems that bring external agents inside the

system. Once the model is developed, it can be modified to

reflect changes to the system or environment and used to

analyze new problems or proposed changes to the system.

Table 1.1 contains the stages of the System Dynamics

approach as given by Forrester 5:13] and Richardson and

Pugh C32:161. However, Richardson and Pugh emphasize the

idea that final policy recommendations from a System

Dynamics study come not merely from manipulations with the

formal model but also from the additional understandings one

gains about the real system by iterating at a number of

stages in the modeling process (figure 1.1).

In this research the methodology is applied through

three main phases. First, the modeling o4 information

stritcture ch is discussed. Ne.t, a System Dynamics

model of ti- al development proce-s i s developed.

Finally, a se ex.perimentations is perfu, red to assess

the value of more timely and more acLoratE i ., ,,.ai ion. The

applied methodology forms the order 1 present~tion of the

research as described if ttie 1 (t wI r,4 se( t i,.

6
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N.

FORRESTER RICHARDSON-PUGH

1.Identify a problem. 1.Problem identifi-
2. Isolate the factors that cation and

interact to create the definitions.
observed symptoms.

3.Trace the cause-and-effect 2.System
information-feedback loops conceptualization
that link decisions to action
to resulting information
changes and to new decisions.

4.Formulate decision policies 3.Model formulation
that describe how decisions
results from available
information streams.

5.Construct a mathematical model
of the decision policies,
information sources, and inter-
action of the system components.

6.Generate system behavior through 4.Analysis of model
time with the model. behavior.

7.Compare results to historical
data from the actual system.

8.Revise the model until it is 5.Model evaluation.
an acceptable representation
of the actual system.

9.Use the model to test 6.Policy analysis.
modifications to the system.

1O.Alter the real system in 7.Model use or
directions the model has shown implementation.
will lead to improved performance.

Table 1.1. The Stages of the System Dynamics Approach

[5:13,32:16]

7



Pol icy
imaplementation

Understandings
of a system

Policy Problem
analysis definition

Simulation System
conceptualization

Model
formulation

Figure 1. 1.The Iterative Nature -

4 of the System Dynamics Approach
E32:Fig. 1.11]
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Order of Presentation

-- - - -- - - -- - -

* Five chapters are presented to report this research

(figure 1.2). Discussed in chapter two, are the definitions

and modeling of information and changes in information

quality attributes. Included in chapter three are

discussions of the conceptualization, formulation, and

operation of the model of the national development process.

The testing and validation of the model are dealt with in

chapter four. Presented in chapter five are the

experimentations, findings, and recommendations for

4 continuing study.

Summary

Conceiving the importance of the government role, a

national information system has been proposed. The problem,

which is related to the justification of such a system, has

been defined in detail. The research objectives and scope

have been established and the research methodology and the

order of presentation have been described. Discussed in

next chapter, are the definitions, basic concepts, and

modeling of changes in information quality attributes.

9
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Data Information - Information Quality
Attributes

Chapter 2

System Dynamics Approach Modeiing Changes
in Information

Quality Attributes

National Development Process -.-. The Model
(four Objectives)

Chapter 3 I
! I I I

Demographic Military Labor Capital Housing
Sector Sector Sector Sector Sector

Chapter 4 ( Integrated and Tested

Experimentation

'I 4
Effects on Effects on Effects on Effects on

Chapter 5 1 st. 2 nd. 3 rd. 4 th.
Objective Objective Objective Objective

LRecommendations and Conclusion.

Figure 1.2 Order of Presentation.
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II. Definitions and Basic Concepts

Introduction
- - - - - - -

In chapter one, the research methodology is presented in

general. This chapter introduces the definitions and basic

concepts which were used throughout the course of the study.

First, definitions and basic concepts of information quality

attributes are presented. Next, main tools of System

Dynamics are reviewed. Those tools are causal-loop diagram,

-flow diagram, and DYNAMO equations. Finally, the

representation of information flow in System Dynamics models

is discussed, and methods of simulating changes in

information quality attributes are addressed.

Information Quality Attributes
-- - - - - - - -- - - - - - -

The popular interpretation of the term information has

semantic and pragmatic implications, that is, information

has meaning and is practically useful for something. Most

authors stress that these implications constitute the

fundamental difference between data and information [36:142,

42:23. Data are transformations of observable environmental

phenomena. Information is that subset of data which, after

having been evaluated with respect to some purposeful

activity has been judged "useful". The usefulness (or

fitness for use) is the definition of the term "quality" as

stated by Juran [19:1-2J.



Viewing information as useful data gives rise to several

fundamental properties of information. The usefulness or

value of something is dependent upon the overall context in

which it is to be used and the time at which it is available

with respect to when it is needed. So, information is a

situation-dependent and time-dependent phenomenon. Also,

since situation dependence includes a consideration of whom

the information is to be used by and what it is to be used

for, information is specifically user-dependent and

use-dependent.

Time dependence of information leads to two of its

quality attributes which are timeliness and response time.

- d Timeliness is defined as "the degree to which information is

up to date" 121:283J, or "the age of the information when it

* is available for decision making" [14:10J. Response time is

defined as "the speed of retrieving sought in-Formation"

[21:2831, or "the length of time between the manager's

(user's) querying data base and getting an answer." 120:841.

User dependence of information leads to another two

attributes which are completeness and relevance.

Completeness is defined as "the thoroughness of information

in relation to that sought (by the user)" 118:283J.

Relevance is defined as "the ability to provide that

information, and only that information, which is desired (by

the user)" [21:283).

Use-dependence of information also leads to two of its



quality attributes which are accuracy and reliability.

Accuracy is defined as "the correctness of information in

reflecting reality" [21:2833. Reliability is defined as

"the certainty that sought information is available"

1 21 :283)1.

On the level of aggregation the research deals with, the

*most important attributes of information quality are

timeliness and accuracy. The timeliness attribute

represents the time-dependence of information; and the

accuracy attribute represents the situation dependence of

information. Before discussing how System Dynamics models

the changes in those attributes, the following three

sections introduce the three main tools of System Dynamics;

/ causal-loop diagram, flow diagram, and DYNAMO statements.

Causal-Loop Diagram

Causal thinking and information feedback are the keys of

organizing and communicating ideas in this study and in most

System Dynamics studies. Typically an analyst isolates key

causal factors and diagrams the system of causal

*relationships be-Fore proceeding to build a computer

simulation model. But causal chains can often be linked

together nearly endlessly to create an undisciplined morass

of causal relationships. So, causal-loop diagrams only

focus on Causal relationships which comprise circular chains

*or causal loops. Within a causal loop an initial cause



ripples through the entire chain of causes and effects until

the initial cause eventually becomes an indirect effect of11itself (feedback) Ill. Two important things occur when

limiting attention to closed-loop feedback. First, the

number of factors or variables to be included within a

system's definition can be reduced to a manageable level.

Second, attention can be focused on those variables that are

Stmost important in generating and controlling system's

problems.

In social and economic systems causal statements usually

include an "other things being equal" provision. To

correctly diagnose a causal influence, one must perform the

mental experiment of asking what would happen if the

*~4 particular causal influence under consideration were the

only influence to act upon the affected object [34:121.

Figure 2.1 is an example of causal-loop diagram which

depicts interactions of population, births, and deaths. As

K shown in the figure, the individual links in such diagrams

can be labeled to show whether the nature of the causal-link

is "positive" or "negative". A plus sign indicates that the

variables at the opposite ends of the arrow tends to move in

the same direction (direct variation) while a minus sign

indicates an inverse relationship.

Reading around a feedback loop the cumulative effects of

its causal links gives an idea of the character of the loop.

A feedback loop is positive if it contains an even number of

F'. 14
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negative causal links. A feedback loop is negative if it

contains an odd number of negative causal links. So, the

$4 polarity (sign) of a feedback loop is the algebraic product

S. of the signs of its links. Positive feedback loops amplify

deviations and distabilize, while negative feedback loops

p strive to control and stabilize.

Births () Population C) Deaths

Figure 2.1 Causal-Loop Diagram of Interactions of
Population, Births, and Deaths

Flow Diagram

4The first step in moving -from a causal-loop

representation to a computer simulation model is the

identification of system levels and rates. A level is a

quantity that accumulates over time, and a rate is an

activity, or movement, or flow that contributes to the

change per unit of time in a. level. In identifying a

system's levels and rates it is helpful to represent the

symbols that are used to represent levels, rates, and

auxiliaries in flow diagrams.

115
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Flow Diagram's Symbol Corresponding Equation/Function

1111 -Level (L)

K7 or '7-Rate (R)

Q -Auxiliary (A)

-Constant (C)

DELAY..

-DELAY Function

SMOOTH

-SMOOTH Function

-TABLE Function

I.

- -Flow of Persons

Figure 2.2 Flow Diagram Symbols

16
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Figure 2.3 Flow Diagram of Interactions of
Population, Births, and Deaths

Figure 2.3 depicts the flow diagram corresponding to

the causal-loop diagram of the interactions of

population, births, and deaths which has introduced before

in figure 2.1. The level in this instance is population

(POP), as indicated by the rectangular, both births (BR) and

*deaths (DR) are rates as indicated by the valve symboxl. The

positive (negative) link from births (deaths) to population

in the causal-loop diagram is depicted in the flow diagram

* as the flow of births into (deaths from) population. The

* direction of the arrows in the flow diagram indicates that

births add to (deaths subtract from) population.

V In this study, each variable that will be used in the

model is identified in a flow diagram and the connection of

arrows pointing to a variable indicate all the elements used

in the calculation of the variable.

:417
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DYNAMO Equations

Once a flow diagram has been developed, the next step in

building a model is to write equations in DYNAMO Cl, 30O].

DYNAMO is a computer simulation language which Lused for

4 modeling real-world systems so that their dynamic behavior

over time may be traced (imitated, simuilated) by a computer.

a- A model written in the language DYNAMO is a view of a

feedback system as if it were continuous over time. DYNAMO

* $ merely chops up continuous time into discrete bites: one

tiny interval of time, then the next. Within each small

interval of time, DYNAMO assumes the varying rates are

* constant and computes like the ordinary algebra. The result

is an approximation. If, however, the time between

computations CDT) is small enough, and the rates of change

a-A not too violent, the computed results will closely match

those obtained in closed form by the application of

sophisticated mathematics. Variables in DYNAMO have

- Subscripts indicating their place in time. K denotes the

present; J the point in time just passed (just preceding K),

and L the point of time in the immediate future (immediately

following K). The symbol DT is used to represent the length

a-, of time elapsed between J and K, or K and L. The value of a

level at the present time must equal to its value one time

La- interval earlier, plus whatever flowed into the level over

the time interval (minus whatever flowed out).



The population equation in DYNAMO notation thus becomes

the following:

L POP. K=POP. J+DT* (BR. JK-DR. JK)
where

POP.K = value of population now
*POP.J = value of population a time interval ago

DT = length of intervening time
BR.JK = births per year over the time interval JK
DR.JK = deaths per year over the time interval JK

Six types of DYNAMO equations were used in the model of

this study. The equation category is defined by the letter

in column one of the model listing. Each of the six types

is listed in table 2.1 with a brief definition.

Type Definition

L Level equation. Accumulation of quantities
flowing in and out of the level

R Rate equation. Rate of flow of a quantity.

A Auxiliary equation. Used an intermediate
calculation for a rate.

C Constant. Variable defined to have a
constant value for the entire run of the
model.

N Initial value for variable.

T Table of dependent values used by TABLE
function.

Table 2.1 Types of DYNAMO Equations

19



Using these concepts, the following three sections

discuss representation of information flow in System

Dynamics models, and modeling changes in information quality

attributes.

Information Flow in System Dynamics Models

In the structure of a System Dynamics model, information

links show the information sources on which the rates

depend. "The information links leading to a rate equation

do not affect the source levels from which they come, but

A the flows that are controlled by the rate equation do cause

the levels to change." [6:9-1J. A policy (rate equation)

governing a rate of flow can be responsive only to the

available information at the particular point of policy

control in a system. Very often there are distortions in

the information network that occur between the "true" levels

and the apparent values of those levels. "Information can

be delayed. It can be disturbed by random error. It may be

biased so that it consistently indicates a displacement from

the "true" value. It can be distorted to produce errors

that depend on the time-shape of the information stream

*itself. And it is subject to "cross talk" whereby the

information shifts in apparent definition or source.

Apparent values of information arrive at the policy point,

not directly from the "true" level but instead from an

20



intervening ~ ~ ~ auxiliarrr eqato or inomto-ee.A

radmer ninterveningauiireqtonr information level. can

introduce time-dependent distortion." [6:.9-5J. The

following two sections discuss modeling of changes in two

information quality attributes, timeliness and accuracy.

N Modeling the Timeliness of Information

-- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -

4 All information used in decision making takes time to

collect and compile. The result is that decisions are

necessarily based on information which is, to some extent,

out of date. The timeliness of information can be modeled

by introducing a perception delay into an information flow.

The perception delay takes an exponential average of the

true information flow, so changes are perceived to occur

later than they would otherwise, were instantaneous

information available. In DYNAMO language, there are two

standard functions to represent information delay which are

SMOOTH and DLINF3. SMOOTH function [32:109) represents a

first-order information delay; and as the name implies it is

also a good function to smooth, or average, a variable.

DLINF3 function [32:113) is a third order information delay.

The following diagram shows the modeling of both functions

N and the corresponding DYNAMO statements.
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SMOOTH Function:

Smoothing Smoothing
Time Time

(Variable) (Variable)

\ 4 \ /

SMOOTH
Smoothed or
Variable Smoothed

Variable

Smoothed Variable=SMOOTH(Variable,Smoothing time)

DLINF3 Function:

(Variable)

DLNF

~. Delayed
- Variable

Delay
Time

Delayed Variable=DLINF3(Variable,Delay time)
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Modeling the timeliness of information is conducted

* concurrently with modeling the accuracy of Information which

is discussed in the following section.

Modeling the Accuracy of Information

Inaccurate information can be modeled by introducing

random variations or bias into an information flow entering

a decision. The perceived information flow is defined as

the sum of the true information and a random or bias

component. The random component is readily obtained using

* the random number generators of the DYNAMO language 130:28].

There are two standard functions for random number

generation which are NOISE and NORMRN. The NOISE function

(32:130) provides random numbers distributed uniformly from

-0.5 to +0.5, with a mean of zero. Theoretically, the

output of the NOISE function should have no relationship

between one value and the next (zero autocorrelation). In

practice, the relationship is quite small but not ideal.

The NORMRN function (30:28) provides random numbers which

.4are nearly normally distributed. The following figure

illustrates the modeling of both functions and the

* corresponding DYNAMO statements.
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NOISE Function:

(Variable)
Noise

/ Source
\ /

\/ j

\V /

Distorted
Variable

Distorted Variable=FfVariable,NOISE0)}
where F is a modeler-made function

NORMRN Function:

(Variable) NORMRN(M,S)

,?, \//

Distorted
Variable

Distorted Variable=F{Variable, NORMRN(M,S)I;
Where F is a modeler-made function, M is the
mean, and S is the standard deviation.
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These methods of modeling changes in information quality

attributes are used in the next chapter for developing the

* System Dynamics model of this study.

Summary

In this chapter basic definitions and concepts that will

be used throughout the course of the study, are introduced.

Definitions and basic concepts of information qulality

attributes are presented. Causal-loop diagram, flow

diagram, and DYNAMO terminology are reviewed as tools of the

, , System Dynamics methodology. The chapter concluded with a

discussion of representation of information flow in System

Dynamics models, and methods of simulating changes in

information quality attributes. Using these definitions and

concepts, the model is developed in the following chapter.

S.5



III. The Model

Introduction

This chapter presents a brief overview of system

structure, the five-year plan of the Egyptian government as

a base of the national development process, and the System

Dynamics model. The System Dynamics model is developed in

three phases. first, a conceptual picture o-f the primary

components of the system is created. Next, the system is

divided into five functional sectors (demographic, military,

labor, capital, and housing) that were individually

developed and tested. Finally, the sectors are integrated

and tested as a single unit.

Throughout the three phases of model development,

decisions are modeled as a combination of information flows

*describing the status and objectives of the system.

Information entering a decision is assumed to be available

with manageable levels of accuracy and timeliness. These

- levels are changed at the experimentation phase (reported in

chapter four) to study the effects of changes in information

attributes on the development process. The order of

presentation in this chapter follows the phases of

development described above.
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Overview of System Structure

One method to get a general idea about a system is to

*compare outputs and inputs of the system 116:241J. In the

case of a country, the inputs may be considered the national

resources of the country, and the outputs may be represented

by the standard of living of the people.

The total area of Egypt is about 386,900 sq.miles (37%

cultivated land, 76% potentially fertile desert, 16.9% sandy

aesert, 0.3% clay desert, 2.5% salty desert, 1.3% islands

and lakes) [Ill. The river Nile of 1,000 miles flows

longitudinally throughout the country and provides from 42

to 150 billion cubic feet per year of rich water (carries

about 11 million tons of clay) [25:58]. There are almost

2,000 miles of coastline bordering the Mediterranean, Gulf

of Suez, Gulf of Aqaba, and Red Sea. The Suez Canal carries

14% of world seaborne traffic [2]. Almost 50 million tons

of oil and natural gases are produced per year [22:295].

Potential tourism of the country covers Pharaonic,

Christian, and Islamic eras in addition to the favorable

location and climate [11).

Egypt's population [11, 383 has more than quadrupled in

80 years, from 9.7 million at the time of the first census

in 1900 to nearly 43 million in 1981. Over 50 percent of

A which is under the age of 20. A traditional birth rate,

coupled with rapidly falling mortality rates resulted in a
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natural increase of 2.-99 percent per year in 1979. Over 96

* percent of the population live on five percent of the

country's territory where the density is 18831 per square

mile with 44 percent living in urban areas and most of the

balance in some 4,000 villages with populations ranging from

500 to 10,000 inhabitants. Cairo, as most urban areas, has

a density of over 70,000O person per square mile.

4The average life expectancy is about fifty three years

and the infant mortality is about 10.1% in 1980. Education

* is free through university level and under government

control. Despite compulsory elementary education, literacy

rate is less than 257. in 1975 E2'.:vii]. At the other end of

A the scale, nearly half a million students attend the 11

secular universities and other institutions of higher

learning. Thus, one outt of every 100 Egyptians of all ages

.4. is engaged in higher studies Eli). The government insures a

job for every graduated. But, comparing their wages with

the equivalents in Arab countries enforces a substantial

proportion of the labor force to work abroad. The

* repatriation of remittances from Egyptians working abroad

are considered the second source of national income

(according to the current governmental five-year plan of

national development) [29).

Comparing the outputs, inputs, and rate of growth of the

system (figure 3.1) illustrates the level of challenge which

faces a plan of national development.
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Five-Year Plan of National Development

The five-year plan, covering FY 1982/83 to FY 1987/88,

is a detailed document compiled by the ministry of planning

-29:4]. It is planned to increase gross national product

(GNP) fifty percent over the base period of FY 1981/82, or

at an average yearly rate of growth of nine percent in FY

1981/82 prices. Official data indicated that achievement in

the first year of the plan, FY 1982/83, was nearly 97

percent of the goal C29:1].

The plan outlines four objectives to achieve. First,

increasing the investment rate to achieve full employment.

Full employment is defined as "a situation where every one

who wants to work at the prevailing wage rate can fined a

job in the line of work for which he or she is qualified."

[27:408]. Second, achieving the balance between the

production and consumption by increasing the output of the

production sector nine percent per year. Third, keeping the

armed forces on the same level of manpower while acquiring

more sophisticated weapons. Fourth, improving the standard

of living by increasing the family consumption by a rate

.14equal to double the rate of growth of population, increasing

the public consumption (public services) with a rate of 7.9%

per year, and constructing 160,000 housing unit per year

129: 1-t0).
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Conceptual Structure of the Model

-.- 

-
The five-year plan mentioned in the above section

represents the basic trends of the government policy for the

* *national development. In this research, the System Dynamics

model of the national development process is built on a time

horizon equal to sixty years. The time horizon, or time

frame, is defined as "the period of time over which the

problem plays itself out.'" [32:213. Sixty years is

considered enough time to depict the results of a national

policy of development as adopted by most national economic

models [13]. Specifying the time horizon leads to the

appropriate causal relationships which have to be considered

in the model.

The causal relationships between the main factors of

national development are illustrated in figure 3.2. Two of

those factors are common in any development process which

are the workforce and capita] [35:773]. Both of those two

factors, through a given production function, lead to more

production which increases national income. As the national

income increases, it permits more investments in social and

capital sectors which lead to an increase in the work force

and the capital. For a certain national income, the

increase in social investments causes a decrease in capital

investments and vice versa. In Egypt, particularly, a

significant portion of the workforce goes abroad to work in

." , 31
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other Arab countries. This contributes to raising the

national income but may cause a decrease in the national

production. A housing shortage is considered one of the

largest national problems and receives special attention as

* . a part of the development process.

The system of national development is divided into five

sectors which are demographic (DS), military (MS), labor

(LS), capital (q_) and housing (HS). Those sectors

* represent the main concerns of the development plan. The

following five sections describe, discuss, and formulate the

main variables considered in each sector.

Demnographi c Sector

The demographic sector includes the major variables for

population and education. This sector is considered as the

basic source and ultimate objective of the development

process. Population with higher level of education, health,

and productive life (high average-life expectancy or low

* death rate) implies more work force and higher level of

-jproductivity. This, in turn, implies more production and

more national income. On the other side, increasing of

population with insufficient national income implies

decreasing of consumption, education, and public services

per capita.

Figure 3.3 depicts the main causal-loops of this sector.
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The main variables that control the Popuilationt are the birth

rate and death rate. Immigration movement has no

significant effect on the population of Egypt [3e]. The

* . birth rate is affected mainly by education ratio which

depends on education expenditure per capita. This

expenditure decreases as the school-age population

*increases. In Egypt, Like most developing countries, the

death rate depends mainly on average consumption per capita

which is expected to be decreased as the population

increases. As illustrated in figure 3.3, the birth-rate

loop has a positive polarity (even number of negative signs)

which means that it tends to destablize the system; and the

* death-rate loop has a negative polarity which means that it

controls the population. As the population increases, the

adult population, work force, production, and national

p.income will be sequentially increased. As the national

income increases, consumption, education, and public

services per capita are increased. On the other hand, as

the population increases, the public services per capita,

productive life, and work force are sequentially decreased.

Figure 3.4 depicts the corresponding flow diagram of the

demographic sector. The population is divided into three

age groups: school age population (SAPOP) which are the

children from six up to eighteen, adult population (ADPOP)

it which are the people from eighteen uip to a retirement age,

and total population.

-.4
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The birth rate (BR) depends on the number of adults and

the birth rate fraction (BRF) which depends on the education

ratio (EDRT). The death rate (DR) depends on the total

population and the death rate fraction (DRF) which depends

on the consumption level per capita (CNS1). The average

productive life (APL), which is the difference between the

adult access age and the retirement age, depends on the

death rate fraction and a health level multiplier (HLF).

The later depends on the public service expenditure per

capita (PSEXI) as a measure of health care. The education

level is a smoothed value of the ratio of school-age

population (SAPOP) who attend schools. It equals to

education expenditure per pupil (EDEX1) divided by the

annual cost of education per pupil (EDC). The education

process has to be adjusted to match the professional

* requirements of different jobs. The adjusted education

ratio (AERT) depends upon the quality of information

received from the job market. The quality of information is

represented by a noise function which applied on a portion

of the education level (PRCH). This portion represent the

rate o4 technological change. The increase in total

population decreases the per capita expenditures (CNSI,

EDEXI, and PSEXI).

As the society increases its education level the birth

rate can be expected to decrease. From official information

3 6
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Figure 3.5 Table Function of Birth Rate Fraction
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Figure 3.6 Table Function of Death Rate Fraction
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Figure 3.7 Table Function of Health Factor

published about the birth rate fraction and the education

level in the years 1960-1980-[383, a table function of the

birth rate fraction is developed (figure 3.5).

As the level of consumption in a developing country

raises, the death rate can be expected to decrease. From

the same source of data a table function of the death rate

fraction is developed (figure 3.6).

As the public services expenditure increases (a measure

of health care increasing), the multiplier on the average

productive life (HLF) can be expected to increase. Figure

3.7 includes a table function which depicts this

relationship.

The following is the DYNAMO formulation and data

dictionary of the school-age population level.
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L SAPOP. K=SAPOP. J+ (DT) (SAR. JK-AAR. JK) DS1
N SAPOP=12.2 DS2
R SAR.KL=DELAYI (BR.JK,6) DS3
R BR.KL=(ADPOP.K) (BRF.K) DS4
A BRF.K=TABLE(TBRF,EDRT..K,0,100,20 ) DS
T TBRF=.05/.048/.046/.038/. 030/. 02
R AAR.KL=DELAYI (SAR.JK, 12) DS6
A EDRT.K=SMOOTH(SCRT.K, 12) DS7
A SCRT.K=MIN(EDEXI.K/EDC,99) DS8
A EDEX1.K=EDEX.K/SAPOP.K DS9
A RPRCH.K=EDRT.K*( (i-PRCH)+PRCH*NOISE() DS10
A AERT.K=DLINF3 (RPRCH.K,4) DS11
A EDEX. K=GOT. K*EDP DS12
C EDP=O.2 DS13
C EDC=0.65 DS14

AAR = Access Rate of Adult Population
(person per year)

ADPOP = Adult Population (person)
AERT = Adjusted Education Ratio (dimensionless)
BR = Birth Rate (person per year)
BRF = Birth Rate Fraction (Fraction per year)
EDC = Education Cost ($ per pupil per year)
EDEX = Education Expenditure ($ per year)
EDEXI = Education Expenditure per pupil

(S per pupil per year)
EDP = Priority of Education (dimensionless)

. EDRT = Education Ratio (dimensionless)
A GOT = Government Social Expenditure ($ per year)

PRCH = Rate of Technological Change (dimensionless)
RPRCH = Preceived Rate of Technological

Change (dimensionless)
SAPOP = School-Age Population (person)
SAR = Access Rate of School-Age Population

(person per year)
SCRT = Ratio of Children Attend Schools

(dimensionless)

The following is the DYNAMO formulation and data

dictionary of the adult population level.

L ADPOP. K=ADPOP.J+(DT)(AAR. JK-RTR.JK) DS15
N ADPOP=22 DS16
R RTR.KL=ADPOP.K/A'PL.K DS17
A APLK=(1/DRF.iK-18) (1-HLF.K) DS12
A HLF. K=TABLE(THLF,PSEX1. K,0,500,100) DS19
T THLF=. 20/.12/.10/.10/.08/0.0
A PSEXI . K=PSEX. K/TPOP. K DS20
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A PSEX. K=GOT. K*PSP DS21

. PSP=.5 DS22

'APL = Average Productive Life (years)
.. DRF = Death Rate Fraction (fraction per year)

HLF = Health Factor (dimensionless)

PSEX = Public Service Expenditure ($per year)
PSEXI = Public Service per Capita

(fper person per year)

PSP = Priority of Public Services (dimensionless)
RTR = Retirement Rate (person per year)
TPOP = Total Population (person)

The following is the DYNAMO formulation and data

dictionary of the total population level.

L TPOP. K=TPOP.J+ (DT) (BR.JK-DR. JK) DS23

N TPOP=46 DS24
R DR.KL=(TPOP.K) (DRF.K) DS25

V A DRF.K=TABLE(TDRF,CNS1.K,0,1000, 200 ) DS26
T TDRF=.025/.019/. 016/.0145/.0135/.013
A CNS1.K=CNS.JK*INFC/TPOP.K DS27

CNS = Consumption (S per year)
CNS1 = Rate of Consumption per Capita

(S per person per year)
DR = Death Rate (person per year)
INFC = Information Completeness (dimensionless)

The demographic sector has a direct interaction with the

. military sector which is introduced in the following

section.

Military Sector

The military sector consists of two main components,

weapon systems and manpower. The expenditure of acquiring

and maintaining sophisticated weapon systems is a vital

portion of the national expenditure for which a certain

A percentage of the gross national income is devoted.
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Throughout this research the national income is considered

as the net income after deduction of the weapon system

duties, so, the military sector will be treated from the

manpower point of view. The manpower in the military sector

. is divided into two categories, professionals and draftees.

The professionals are the officers, noncommissioned

officers, and civilians who are working for the military

sector most of their productive life. The draftees are men

recruited to serve in the military for a certain period, two

years in average, known as mandatory service. The mandatory

service can be completely productive or start with

training period (six months) followed by a productive one

according to recorded past experience. If there are

complete and relevant information about the preceding

experience of draftees, the training period and effort

.0 (cost) will be reduced. In the model, the draftees who do

not need training is equal to the draftees who have

experience multiplied by information completeness factor.

Figure 3.8 illustrates a flow diagram of the manpower in

the military sector. Three levels are considered in this

sector, the number of professionals (VMF) , draftees under

training (DAT), and productive draftees (DUS). According to

the hierarchy in the military-sector construction, the ratio

(VDR) between professionals (VMF) and draftees (DUS) is

maintained as one forth. AVF, the rate of access to the

first level (VMF) depends on the level (VMF), the

42
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Figure 3.8 Flow Diagram of the Military Sector

anticipated level which is one fifth of the total required

.. military force (TMF), and the professionals required to

train the draftees (estimated as 1/100 of the draftees

level). DVF, the rate of departure from the level (VMF)

depends on the level (VMF) and the average productive life

-:". (APL). ADAT, the rate of access to the second level (DAT)

depends on the draftees required (DRO), which are four times

the level (VMF), the level of productive draftees (DUS), and
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the recorded fraction of draftees who do not need traininq

(ARF). TD, the departure from the level of draftees under

training (DAT) depends on the level (DAT) and the Period of

training (TP). ADUS, the access to the level ( DUS) is the

S.. ratio of draftees who do not need-d training which is equal to

the rate (ADAT) multiplied by (1-ARF/ARF). DDUS, the

departure rate from the level (DUS) depends on the mandatory

service period (DP) and the levels (DUS) and (DAT). The

fraction (ARF) depends on the adjusted education ratio, the

information completeness, and the portion of military

training that could be replaced. This portion is estimated

as 10% of the military training.

The DYNAMO formulation and data dictionary of this

sector is listed below.

L VMF.K=VMF. K+ (DT) (AVF.XJK-DVF.JK) MS1

N VMF=TMF*VDR MS2
R DVF. KL=VMF. K/APL. K MS53

R AVF. KL=(TMF*VDR)+(0.01*DAT.K)-VMF.K MS4
L DUS. W=DUS.J+ (DT) (ADUS.JK+TD.JK-
X DDUS.JK) MS5

N DUS=0.75*TMF* (1-VDR) MS6
P DDUS.VKL=(DUS.K+DAT.K)/DP MS37
R ADUS.KL=DRQ.K*ARF. MS8
A DRQ. a= (VMF.K./VDR)-DUS. K M39

DAT. K=DAT. J+ (DT) (ADAT. JK-TD. Jf::') C) -I
N DAT=0.25*TMF(I-VDR) MS111
R-P TD. KL=DAT. K/TP Is

R ADAT.Kt=DRQ.K*-I-ARF.K) MS13

A ARF. K=AERT. !*NRMRN (USMN, 0. 1) /1000 1514

C DR=. 2-7 01
TMF=0.5 116

C TP=0. 5 Ms 17
DP=2 ill1.

ADAT = Rate of Access to Draftees Under Training
(person per year,

ADUS = Rate of Access to Productive Draftees
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(person per year)
_Pr = Fraction of Draftees Who

Do Not Need Training (dimensionless)
t. AVF = Rate of Access of Professionals

(person per year)
. DAT = Draftees Under Training (person)

0 DDUS = Rate of Departure of Draftees
(person per year)

DP = Draft Service Period (year)
DUS = Productive Draftees (person)
DVF = Rate of Retirement of Professionals

(person per year)

A TD = Rate of Departure of Draftees Under
Training (person per year)

TMF = Anticipated Total Military Force (person)
TP = Training Period (year)
USMN = Allocation Factor (dimensionless)
VDR = Ratio of Professional (dimensionless)
VMF = Professionals (person)

Both the demographic and military sectors are considered

the basic source of manpower to the labor sector, which is

discussed in the following section.

Labor Sector

The labor sector includes both labor working inside and

outside the country. One of the main features of the

Egyptian economy is that a portion of the national income

comes from the revenue of the Egyptian labors working in

other Arab countries. Figure 3.9 depicts main causal-loops

of the labor sector. The available labor (without jobs)

provides the required domestic labor; and as the domestic

labor increases, the available labor will be decreased.

Because the domestic labor is the main source of the labor

working abroad, the increase in the abroad labor decreases

the domestic labor.
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Wages of
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Figure 3.9 Causal-Loop Diagram of Labor Sector

As the abroad labor increases, their wages are decreased and

vice versa. Increasing the domestic labor increases

production, investments, and capital stock. Increasing the

- capital stock increases both the domestic labor and wages.

A part of the wages of labor working abroad is devoted to

investments inside the country.

Figure 3.10 includes the corresponding flow diagram of

the labor sector. The sector consists of the labor working
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1Pi inside the country, which is represented by the level (DLB),

and the labor working outside, which is represented by the

level (ALB). As development in the capital sector lags

behind development in the social sector, the wages and the

available jobs decrease and the rate of access to the labor

works abroad (AAL) increases causing the number of labor

working abroad to be increased. As the number of labor

working abroad increases, the wages of abroad jobs (ALW)

* .Considering the minimum wage laws, the wages of domestic

labor (DLW) depends on the production and the labor involved

in the production process. The hiring rate for domestic

labor (AL) depends on the level of domestic labor (DLB), the

number of available labor who have no jobs (IWF), and a

multiplier from the ratio between the investment (CS14) and

the capital stock (CS21).

The departure rate from the level of domestic labor

(LRT) depends on the level (DLB) and the average productive

life of labor (APL). The departure rate from the level of

abroad labor (ART) depends on the average productive life

(APL) multiplied by an abroad factor (ABF) represents the

effects of working abroad on the productive life of the

worker. This factor is estimated at 0.8 through interviews.

The flow to the level of domestic labor (DLB) comes

V directly through a rate (AL) for people with recorded

previous experience, or through a training period (averaged
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two years) with a deiayed rate (ALBT) for the people without

recorded previous experience. The rate (ALBT) depends on

the rate of access to adult population (AAR) which is

*1 mentioned in the population sector (DS6) multiplied by a

tsufactor (WWF) representing the fraction of women who do not

work which in turn depends on the level of education (EDRT).

The labor sector affected by the education adjustment

mentioned in the expanded demographic sector and by the

quality of information exchanged with the military sector

about the allocation of people on the same field of

experience. The ratio of expert labor depends on the
A

adjustment factor of education and the quality of

information exchanged with the military sector.

Through an interview with researchers related to the

field, the empirical relationship between the number of

abroad labor (ALB) and the wages of abroad jobs (ALW) is

estimated and represented in figure 3.11. Also, the

relation between the abroad-labor access factor, domestic

wages, and abroad wages is estimated and presented as a

table function in figure 3.12. The relation between the

education ratio and working women is estimated and presented

in figure 3.13.

4
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ALW
x 1000)

25

20

15

10

05

0 T 
i

0.0 .5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5
ALB

Labor Working Abroad (ALB) 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5
Wages (ALW)x 1000 25 23 15 10 5 2.5

Figure 3.11 Table Function of Wages of Abroad Labor

AALF
.025T

.020-

4 .015.

.010.

005

0.0
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

LWRTI

Ratio of Wages
Difference (LWRTI) 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Access Factor of
Abroad Labor (AALF) 0.0 .01 .018 .02 .021 .021

Figure 3.12 Table Function of
Access Factor of Abroad Labor
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0.2
"40

0W.WF4060. .

Edcaio Rto EDT00 0.2 0.4 0.6 0. 1.0

a' Women-Working Factor (WWF) 0.5 0.6 0.68 0.74 0.78 0.80

Figure 3.13 Table Function of Women-Working Factor

S The DYNAMO program and data dictionary for this sector

are listed bellow.

L DLB.IC=DLB.J+(DT) (AL. JI+LBT. JI-
X RL.JIC-AAL.JC) LS 1
N DLB=11 LS2
R RL.ICL=DLB.K/APL.K LS3
R AL.IL=MIN(DLB.K*INFC*INY.JK/CAP.KIWF.Io LS4
R LBT.KIL=DELAY3 (ALBT,2) LS5
A ALBT.KL=DLB.K*(1-INFC)*IN.JC/CAP.C LS6
A IWF. K=MAX (ADPOP. K*WWF-DLB. K-ALB. K-

NX DAT.K-DUS.K,0.0) LS7
A WWF.K=TABLE(TWWF,EDRT.K,0,1,0.2) - LSB
T TWWF=0.5/0.6/0.68/0.74/0.78/0.BO
A ALW.K=TABLE(TALW,ALB.K,0,2.5,0.5) L69
T TALW=25000/23>000/ 15000/10000/5000/2500
R AAL.KL=ALB.K*AALF.K LS 10
A AALF.K=TABLE(TAALF,LWRTI.K,0,1,0.2) LS11
T TAALF=0.0/..01/.01S/.02/.021/.021
A LWRTI.K=(ALW.K-DLW.K*5)/ALW.K LS12
A DLW.K=MAX (PRD.JK/5/DLB.K,500) LS13
L ALB.K=ALB.J+(DT)(AAL.JK-RAL.JK) LS14
N ALBfl LS 15
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b'

R RAL.KL=ALB.K/APL.K/ABF LS16
C ABF=0.8 LS17

AAL = Access Rate of Abroad Labor
(person per year)

AALF = Access Rate Fraction of Abroad Labor
(dimensionless)

ABF = Fraction of Retirement of Abroad Labor
(dimensionless)

.J AL = Access of Domestic Labor (person per year)
ALB = Labor Working Abroad (person)
ALBT = Access Rate of Labmr Needs Training

(person per year)
ALW = Wages of Abroad Labor

($ per person per year)
DLB = Domestic Labor (person)
DLW Wages of Domestic Labor($ per person per year)
IWF = Idle Work Force (person)
LBT = Rate of Training of Labor

?(person per year)

LWRTI= Ratio of Differences of Wages
(dimensionless)

RAL = Retiring Rate of Abroad Labor
(person per year)

RL = Retiring Rate of Domestic Labor
(person per year)

WWF = Fraction of Woman Working (dimensionless)

Capital Sector

In Egypt, the national income can be measured by its

three main expenditure components: consumption, investment,

and government expenditure [27:410]. Also it can be

measured by its two main income components: production and

other financial resources such as oil, Suez Canal, tourists,

and taxes. Figure 3.14 is a flow diagram of this sector.

The accumulated national income is represented by a level

(ANI) which has investments (INV), consumption (CNS), and

government expenditures (GEX) as outputs rates: and has

5 2
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production (PRD) and other financial resources (OTT) as

input rates. Investment rate (INV) depends on the

accumulated national income (ANI) and the tax ratio (TXRT)

which depends on the idle work force through a multiplier

(MIWF). The consumption rate (CNS) depends on the

production rate and a minimum level of consumption (MCNS).

There is a subsidization program which assures a minimum

level of consumption. This level depends on the

effectiveness of the distribution process, which in turn

depends on the quality of information (INFC). The

government expenditure rate (GEX) depends on military

expenditures and the governmental policy of funds allocation

to public services, education, houses, and new communities.

The production rate (PRD) depends on the capital stock

(CAP), the domestic labor (DLB), and the productivity (PTY)

through a Cobb-Doglass function [35:7361. The rate of the

other financial resources (OTI) depends on tourist revenue

(TRR), Suez Canal revenue (SCR), oil revenue (OLR), abroad

labor revenue (ALB), and taxes revenue (TXRV). The tourist

revenue depends on the population density (POPDN). Both

Suez Canal and oil revenues are assumed to be dependent upon

t1_ii (equations CS7 and CS8). Abroad labor revenue depends

on the level of abroad labor (ALB) and the wages of abroad

labor (ALBW). the tax revenue (TXRV) depends on the tax

ratio and the capital stock. Although the ratio of ta:.!e

collected measured against the tax potential of the economy

'57
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is considered one of the highest ratios in the developing

countries [25:260], some analysts think that this ratio will

increase significantly if there is effective unified

information system capable to record, check, and match

different business activities. The ineffective collection
S..

of taxes forces the government to assign higher tax ratio

"' which, in turn, affects the rate of investment.

The investment rate controls the flow from the

accumulated national income to a level of capital stock

(CAP). The rate of departure (CDR) from the level of

capital stock (CAP) depends on the level of (CAP) and an

average life of capital (ALC).

To represent the loans mechanism in the national

economy, a level of available loans (LNS) is added to the
'-'

sector. This level is considered of initial value (ILNS).

The difference between the initial value (ILNS) and a

current value (LNS) represents the actual loans received by

the government up to this time. According to that

V difference and a certain period of loan returning (RTI), a

loans returning rate (LNSR) is established to control the

flow from the accumulated national income level (ANI) to the

loans level (LNS). The rate of access of loans to the

accumulated national income (LNSA) depends on the level of

accumulated national income (ANI) and a minimum permissible

level of the accumulated national income (MNI).
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Figure 3.14 Flow Diagram of the Capital Sector
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As the level of idle work force increased, the

government decreases the tax ratio to encourage more

investments which lead to more hiring of labor. This

relationship is represented in figure 3.15 as a table

function of idle wQrkforce multiplier. As the accumulated

national income decrease the government increases the tax

ratio to increase the tax revenue. A multiplier from the

accumulated income on tax ratio is represented as a table

function (figure 3.16). The relation between population

density and tourism revenue is represented in figure 3.17.

MLB

.04-

.03-

.\ '.01-

- 0 1 2 3 4 5
.4, I WF

Labor Multiplier (MLB) 0.0 .015 .027 .037 .045 .05
Idle Workforce (IWF) 0 1 2 3 4 5

Figure 3.15 Table Function of Labor Multiplier
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MN I
- I .05o

.04-

.03-

.02-

.01-

0. 0
0 2 4 6 8 10

ANI

Multiplier from Accumulated
National Income .05 .045 .037 .017 .001 0.0

Accumulated National Income 0 2 4 6 8 10

Figure 3.16 Table Function of Accumulated

Income Multiplier

TRR
5000•

t 4000-

3000-

2000

1000.

0
0 60 120 180 240 300

POPDN

$ Population Density (POPDN) 0 60 120 180 240 300
Tourism Revenue (TRR) 50 5000 2500 800 80 50

Figure 3.17 Table Function of Tourism Revenue
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The DYNAMO TformI!ulat ion and d ata dic ti- n a r otc this:

sector is listed bellow.

L ANI . K=A^NI. J+ CDT) (F'RD. .JK+OTI. 34
-X LNBA. JK-iN 4V. .JK-CNS. JK-GEX. JK C31

N ANI=1002
R PRD. KL=PTY. 6*A.5EX 0A*
X LOGN(DLB.K/CAP.K))l
P OT I . KL=TRR. K+SCR. K+OLR. K1--ALR. K+T-1XRV. K 034
A TRR. K'=TABLE (TTRR,POPDN, 0,3T00t,60)05
T TTRR=50 / 5000 / 25'00/800/80 /50
A POPDN. K=TPOP.' 1/HABA. K 035

L SCR.K=SCR.J'*(1+0 1*DT/TIME.K)
L OLR.f=PLR.J*(1+0. 1*DT/TIME.K) 038

V. N SCR=50003

N OLR=500O CS 10
A ALP. K=ALB. K*ALW. K11"7 C03S11
A TXRV.K=TXRT.K*CAP.I*INFfl 0312
P LNSA.KL=MAX (MNI-ANI 1 , 0)03.

R INY.KL=ANI .K*INVF. CS014
A INVF.K'=T-ABLE(TINYF TIXRT 0,1 ,.2)I 0319
T TI NYVF=0. 3./ .25 /. 20y, 1'' 0 5/ 0. 0
L TXRT.K,=TXPT. j+CDT' (MNI1 L,.-MLB. K) (TXRT.3) CS316

9A MLB.K=TABLE(TMILWF,'±WF.K,0,5,1) 031-7
T TMLB=0. 0/If. 015/. 027/. W7 / .0451/. 05

A MNI.K=TABLE('MNI,NI I- J 10E4,2E4) 0318
T TMI=0/.45-37.y7.014.
R ONE. K..L=MIN (PRD. KL,TPOP. K*MCN3IL*INFC) 031.9
R SEX. Vl--L=MEX. K+PSEX. K+EDEX.I!14+

.4X HSEX.K+NCEX.K r'S'-r
4 ~L CAR. K=CAP.3+ (PT) (IN'I. JK-CDR.J31) 02
4N CAP=7.SEJ, 03S227

P CDP. KL=CAP. V./ALC 0323:,
C ALC=20-' C3224

SALC = Average Life of Capital (years)
ALP = Revenue Rate o-f Labor Working Abroad

(per year)
ANI = Accumulated National Income ( $1
CAP = Capital Stock (:r.

vCDR = Rate of Depreciation of Capital
($r per year)

Ao ONE = Rate of Consumption (4per year)
G EX = Expenditure Rate of Government

.A~~ per yeiiar)
*INV) = Rate of Investment (4per year)
*I INVF = Investment Fractjor. liIrs io fir

LNEA = Ac,-cess Rate cfL -.+~( per 'ear,



4'

MCNS = Minimum Consumption per Capita
(t per person per year)

MLP = Multiplier #rnm Idle Labor
on Tax Ratio (dimensionless)

MNI = Multiplier from Accumulated National
Income on Ta.. Ratio (dimensioniless)

OLR = Revenue Rate of Oil ($ per year)
OTI = Rate of Other Sources of Income

(V per year!

FOPDN= Population Density r
(pers-on per square -mile)

PRD = Rate of Production (V per year)
PTY = Productivity (dimensionless,
SCR = Revenue Rate of Sues Canal (S per year)
TRR = Revenue Rate of Tourist (- per year)

TXRT = Ratio of Taxes (dimensionles)
TXRV = Revenue Rate of Taxes (S per year)

.-

4'. Housing Sector

..

Shortage af housing is one of the main problems in the

country [29). To solve this problem, the policy of the

. government is to develop new areas that are suitable for

building houses, to build houses, and to distribute them

among the people. The housing units are built and

distributed by different governmental agencies which have no

common data-base. Without complete and relevant information

for every agency about the whole market, the distribution of

houses may be repeated. The repetition of distribution

creates two problems, the first is that the houses received

by the real housing demand is less than the houses built by

* 7the government. The second is that a fraction of land

occupied will be consumed without real effect on the demfand.

Decreasing the fraction of land occupied causes a decrease

% ...
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in the construction rate of both government and private

houses which hinders the solution of the problem. Figure

e.1 depicts the main causal-loops in this sector.

Figure 7. 19 is the corresponding flow diagram of the

housing sector. The flow of houses is through two levels,

the houses built by the government (GHSB) and the houses

built by the private sector (PHSB). The housing demand

(HHDM) is the difference between the number of families and

the summation of both houses built by the private sector

(PHSB) and houses received by real demand %'GHSR) . The

fraction of land occupied by houses (FLOC) is the ratio

between the land occupied by houses and the available land

for building houses (HABA). The land occupied by houses is

equal to the total number of houses built divid&d by the

average area of each house. The rate of access to the level

of houses built by the government (GCNST) depends on the

government plan (GCNSTP), the housing demand (HHDM), and the

fraction of land occupied (FLOC). The rate of departure

from this level of houses built by government (GDMOL)

depends on the level and the average life of a house (HSAL).

The rate of access to the level of houses built by the

private sector (PCNST) depends on the housing demand (HHDM)

and the fraction of land occupied (FLOC). The rate of

departure from the level of houses built by the private

sector (PDMOL) depends on the level and the average life of

a house (HSAL).
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Figure 3.18 Causal-Loop Diagram of the Housing Sector
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CNSTF
0.5

0.4-

0.3

0.2

0.1-

0.0 m
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

FLOC

Fraction of Land
Occupied (FLOC) 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Construction Factor (CNSTF) 0.5 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.03 0.0

Figure 3.20 Table Function of Construction Factor.

The relation between the fraction of land occupied and

construction of houses is represented by the table function

included in figure 3.20.

The DYNAMO equations and data dictionary of this sector

are listed bellow.

L GHSB.K=GHSB.J+(DT)(GCNST.JK-GDMOL.JK) HSI
N GHSB=0.8 HS2
L PHSB.K=PHSB.J+(DT)(PCNST.JK-PDMOL.JK) HS3
N PHSB=7.2 HS4
R GDMOL.KL=GHSB.K/HSAL HS5
R PDMOL.KL=PHSB.K/HSAL HS6
R GCNST.KL=MIN(HSEX.K/HSC,HSDM.K) HS7
C HSC=5E-3 HS8

* A HSEX.K=GOT.K*USP HS9
C HSP=0.15 HSIO
A HSDM.K=MAX(FMNM.K-GHSR.K-PHSB.K,0.O) HS11
A GHSR.K=GHSB.K*INFC HS12

5 A FMNM.K=TPOP.K/AVFM HS13
S.,.- C AVFM=5 HS14

R PCNST.KL=HSDM.K*CNSTF.K HS15
A CNSTF.K=TABLE(TCNSTF,FLOC.K,
x 0.0,1.0,0.2) HS16
T TCNSTF=0.5/0.4/0.2/0.1/0.03/0.0
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A FLOC.K=(GHSB. K+PHSB.K)*HSA/HABA. K/ HS17
C HSA=5E-4 HSi8

L HABA.K=HABA.J+(DT)(NCM.JK) HS19
N HABA=2.8E5 HS20

R NCM.KL=NCMEX.K/NCMC HS21
A NCMEX.K=GOT.K*NCMP HS22

C NCMP=0.15 HS23
C NCMC=3E-3. HS24

C HSAL=60 HS25

AVFM = Average Number of persons of a Family

(person per family)
CNSTF = Construction Factor (dimensionless)
FLOC = Fraction of Land Occupied (dimensionless)

FMNM = Number of Families (families)
GCNST = Construction Rate of Government

(house per year)'-a

GDMOL = Demolition Rate of Houses
Built by Government (house per year)

GHSB = Houses Built by Government (houses)
HABA = Land Available for Building Houses

(square miles)
HSA = Average area of a house (square miles)
HSAL = Average Life of a House (years)

HSC = Average Cost of a House ($ per house)
HSDM = Demand on Housing (houses)
HSEX = Government Expenditure on Housing

($ per year)
HSP = Priority of Housing (dimensionless)

NCM = Rate of Development of New Communities
(square miles per year)

NCMC = Cost of New Communities

($ per square mile)
NCMEX = Expenditures on New Communities

($ per year)
NCMP = Priority of New Communities

(dimensionless)

PCNST = Construction Rate of Private Sector
(house per year)

PDMOL = Demolition Rate of Houses Built

by Private Sector (house per year)

PHSB = Houses Built by Private Sector
(house per year)

The five sectors are integrated and tested as a single

unit. The next chapter presents the testing and

verification phase of the model development.
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Summary

Chapter three has presented the conceptualization of the

national development process, the sectorization of the

development system, and the formulation of each sector.

* Five sectors have been discussed which are demographic,

military, labor, capital, and housing. Chapter four

presents the model testing which was performed to establish

the validity of the model for the purpose of the study.
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IV. MODEL TESTING AND VALIDATION

Introduction

-'.4.Confidence in a System Dynamics model can be increased

4....by a wide variety of tests. According to Forrester and

k.-, Senge, testing is:

"The comparison of a model to empirical reality for
the purpose of corroborating or refuting the model.
It is important to realize that the word "empirical"

N means "derived from or guided by experience or
experiment" ... Hence empirical information for
testing a model includes information in many forms
other than numerical statistics. In system dynamics
models, m~odel structure can be compared directly to
descriptive knowledge of real-system structure; and

>model behavior may be compared to observed
real-system behavior." C10:210].

-~ In System Dynamics, testing serves three purposes: (1)

4,.. to reveal errors in model structure (and thereby improve the

structure), (2) to better understand the causes of model

behavior and real behavior, and (3I) to provide information

useful for validation. Validation is defined as:

"establishing confidence in the soundness and
usefulness of a model. Validation begins as the
model builder accumulates confidence that a model
behaves plausibly and generates problem symptoms or
modes of behavior seen in the real system.
Validatio'n then extends to include persons not
directly involved in constructing the model. Thus,

44.~4 ~ validation inclu'des the commulnication process in
which the model builder (or someone else presenting
a model) must communicate the bases for confidence
in the model to a target audience. Unless the
modeler's confidence in a model can be transferred,
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the potential of a model to enhance understanding
and lead to a more effective policies will not be
realized." [10:210].

There is no single test which serves to 'validate" a

System Dynamics model. Rather, confidence in a System

. Dynamics model accumulates gradually as the model passes

more tests and as new points of correspondence between the

model and empirical reality are identified. By building and

testing the model in stages (as was done in this study), the

understanding and confidence continually grew with each

stage of development. This chapter extends the validation

process to its later stages by reporting the tests which

have led to some level of confidence that the model is

useful for the purpose of study.

Forrester and Senge [10:227] describe an array of tests

(table 4.1) which can be applied to System Dynamics models

for building confidence. All of the "core tests" identified

in table 4.1 were accomplished on this model. Each test is

briefly defined, the usefulness of the test to the purpose

of the study is discussed, and results are presented.

Tests of Model Structure

Tests of model structure consider the structure and

parameters of the model without considering the

relationship between structure and behavior. Five tests are

included in this category. All of them are considered core

tests, because they are intrinsically part of constructing a
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N Tests of Model Structure:

*1. Structural Verification.
*2. Parameter Verification.
'*3. Extreme Conditions.

*4. Boundary Adequacy.

*15. Dimensional Consistency.

Tests of Model Behavior:

*1. Behavior Reproduction.
2. Behavior Prediction.

*3. Behavior Anomaly.
4. Family Member.
5. Surprise Behavior.
6. Extreme Policy.
7. Boundary Adequacy.

*8. Behavior Sensitivity.

Tests of Policy Implications:

1. System Improvement.
*2. Changed Behavior Production.

3. Boundary Adequacy.
*4. Policy Sensitivity.

Table 4.1. Confidence Building Tests

= Core Tests)

SSystem Dynamics model. The next five items describe the

tests of model structure.

"': "Structure-Verification Test. The structure-verification

.-..

Z i-:' " ° . test consists of comparing the model structure with the

structure of the real system that the model represents

t10:212. It was first conducted on the basis of the mode

.68
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builder -s personal knowledge and was then extended to

include criticism by others v- Lth direct experience from the

real system. Two rounds of interviews with researchers from

the field were conducted. The first round of intervievJB

resulted in some changes in causal relationships included in

the model, while genera.iiy supporting the basic approach.

The cause of health level is considered not only the health

care efforts but also the publ i c services i nc-l udi ng

broadcasting, communication, and social activities. The

average productive life is dependent not only on death rate

but also on the health level. After making these changes,

the model structure accurately reflects existing knowledge

and understanding of the system.

Parameter-Verification Test. As the structure of a

model is compared to available knowledge, model parameters

(constants) can be verified against observations from real

* life. The parameter-verification test involves comparing

model parameters to knowl edge of the real system to

determine if parameters correspond conceptually and

numerically to real life. Conceptual correspondence means

that parameters match elements of system structure.
'I

Numerical verification involves determining if the value

given the parameter falls within a plausible range of values

-for the actual correction time [12: 125]. This test was

accomplished through both literature research and

interviews. All the parameters in the model h .e

_% m
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corresponding elements in the real system. Thg remairing
part then is the numerical verification. For parameters

whose real world counterparts can be readily mea=Lred
S..

actual values were obtained from literature research or

interviews. The values of other les readily measLrble

. parameters were estimated. In the case of table functions,

which are in fact sets of se-eral parameters, Graham

L1:1 .. .. suggests that one estimate the value and =lope

of the function at the ex'tremes and the normal value and

then connect these known values and slopes with a smooth

curve. This method was followed for several table functions

in the model, including the tables for birth rate fraction

(DS5), death rate fraction (DS325), and housing-construction

factor (HS17). Alternative plausible shapes of these table

functions were tested, and the model behavior was found to

be insensitive to the exact values in the table functions.

Certain of the parameters, most notably the multipliers from

idle workforce and accumulated national income on tax ratio,

were estimated using another of Graham's techniques

[12:136-1781. The parameters were tested over a broad range

of possible values, with the combination of valu.es for which

the model behavior most closely resembled real system

behavior selected -For u;se in the model.

Extreme-Condition Test. The eItreme-conditicn test

investigates the consequences of extreme condi .in_ of the

system and i-f the struct ij re of the odel p.ormite exree

Is,
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. conditions of levels (stete variables-) in the sy.st em

represented. The e'treme-conditiors test is effective for

V:. two reasr.ns. First, it is a powerful test for discovering

flaws i model structure. Many pIoposed formulations look

plausible until corsi dered under ex treme conditions.

Considering extreme conditions can also reveal cmmtted

variables. The second reason for utilizing the

extreme-condition tec:t is to enhance u.sefulness of a model

for analyzing policies that may force a system to operate

outside historical regions of behavior. A model which only

behaves plausibly under "normal" conditions can only be used

to analyzed policies which do not caused the system to

- operate outside of those conditions. In the

,,e extreme--condition test, one must examine each rate equation

(policy) in the model, trace is back through auxiliary

equations to the level (state variables) on which the rate

depends, and consider the implication of imaginary maximum

and minimum (minus infinity, zero, plus infinity) values of

-each state variable and combinations of state variables to

determine the plausibility of the resulting rate equations.

Boundary-Adequ,acy (structure) Test. The boundary-

adequacy test considers structural relationships necessary

to sat isf V model 's purpose. The test asks whether or not
.1,

%€_ model aggregation is appropriate and if a model includes

revelent structure. As a test of model structure, the

* boundary adequacy test involves developing a convi nc nQ
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hypothesis relating propo-ed Todel =t,.%1-t *r- to a particular

issue addressed by a model. If one wisThes, model boundaries

can be extended indefinitely as one incorporates into a

model further aspects of system structure which even if

accurate, are not ne.cessary for the particular purpose. The

boundary of this study is affected directly by the stated

governmental policy for national development.

Dimensional-Consistency Test. The dimensional-

consistency test [I,i215-216] entails dimensional analysis

of the model's rate equations. This test was performed on

each equation of the model during model formulation.

Tests of Model Behavicr

Tests of model structure, which are described in the

preceding section, do not consider the relationship between

- structure and behavior of the model. To evaluate the

jadequacy of the model structure, the behavior generated by

the model has had to be analyzed and tested. Three tsts of

-model behavior were conducted The following items briefly

describe each of these tests

Behavior-Repr,-,duct i on Tests. The group o T behavi or-

reproduction tests e xaines how wel l model generated

behavi or matches observed behavi or of the real systef-T.

Behavior-reproduction tess __ i n, lde: symptom generation.

frequency generation, relative phasing, mti.ple noo de, and

behavior chararte--i=tic tests [':2! ......

%
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-. om-.- - . at -- 1 r-.. f- t2 - - -.- - --

cfonstruction of the i e -F3

rel '7 onhiJP bet eo Flz b Ies

a' + 0 .Cm -t -o-- +~ ~ m, C- t F~ ap frodel

n 1 Th'-t ~ t v'd' of obser-d be,~0<

T~ b-" e r Fh i- o h- :7 t is1 t~ua

IIeo F- .0 rA 1,2 i~ h 4 -'CL- pFo cton t e st

-r i a :ecula h -=ir

t! .+ tVt t e" e r-A & pttAks and 1on t roughs'

~ybe the c1 s o'~ LI beh-m"iwt mhar atertistiC tes

ehav i o)r - AnoI! al I v T est. I n co0n s t ruLict-1ng an-Id an a Iz 1 nQ a

Syste D ynja m ics model OF oe exoects t t-o behave Ii e the

rea sst em un,,der tstdy. i t he model ha.s a n omP.al ou~s

b be hAv ior wo h i ch hply conf Ilicts wi-1t h behavior o-f the rea~l

system, the eleiments o# model structur-e responsible for this

L'&Iea vi rcF have to- be i nvesti;+ganted. In this. study, th-e test

1'a U Sed minly d10i F fq- mfodr' lit d'vel op men t. Numerou bavir

~~ were ou,=zs-edi lech!d to rfmuain crC ode

Peavcr-mniLvt Tact .This test=. focu, on

'S77



+ . 4.. r e Vt''" '-' all behavioral fa<- * ±,-.,o:--_l' mass-ed. ,o the e:..tec,

that such alternative pr ame t e , 1e are nt found.

confidence in the model L- e,,,1. I i . udy, the

test was typically conducted by -. ritentir, with dif-ferent
parameter valu es. anid -r!-zn ter impact on behavior.

---a . - ersi tire ta n the a r s .+'f

bb-Dolasa -Auci inIthe- ca p t secto.. me E; n

m . those parameters is required.

STest o- Piv Il .cations

Tests czn, be co nd.cted to build confidence in a model

-" impic n -o p . Although all tests of a System.. ,i f.. i c.-at I ci n s -Dr POJI i L ;,L

D.7 ami cs model ai m at usef ul ness -f a m odel as a

p,-,lic.y-analysis too, tests of policy implications dif4fr

f ::rom other tests in their explicit f ocus on comparing policy

changes in a model and in the corresponding reality. Policy

,..f! pimplication tests attempt to verify that response of a real

.ystem to a policv change would correspond to the response

nredicted by a model. The test also e>;ami nes how robust are

'A. I policy implic.3 tions when changes are made in boundaries or

parameters. Since the T,i or pu rpose of this research is to

study the eTect.s Df Tprovinthe quality of inr,-,r...tinn oFn

the adot+ad C) ot. rat io n al development , the testi nq I,

this are a waot e:. tansive. The foI owi=j ds so w

te em-ore he l iited ,- Uei oticn th 'e te-> and how

#~fh e', +T , Pe ap ed.
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Chnged-Behavior-Prediction Test. The changed-behavior-

predi cti on test as: if a model correctly PdI cts how
..

e behavior of the .._t m wil change if a governing policy as
,4.P

changed. In this study the test was performed by examining

the response of the model to policies which have been

-" persuaded in the real system to see if the model responds to

" a policy change as the real system responded.

-Pol ic-y -Sens itii1ty Test . Par-ame t er sen s it iv ity te st ing

-can, in addition to revealing the degree of robustness of

model behavior, indicate the degree to which policy

8. recommendations might be influenced by uncertainty in

%" parameter values. Such testing can help to show the risk

in v,-Ived in adopting a model for policy makinig. If the same

policies would be recommended regardless of parameters

values within a plausible range, risk in using the model

will be less than if two plausible sets of parameters lead

to opposite policy recommendations.

Summary

This chapter has described the tests which were

performed in order to build confidence that the model is

useful for the purpose Of the study. Using thi s model, the

a.... next chapter prese nt s the eper i ment at i on phase of the

research.

.mI.
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V. E-peri imentation Results, Recommendations,

and Concl usion

Introduction
-.-

The preceding chapter presented the tests of model

structure and behavior. This chapter extends the operation

of the model into the realm of experimentation. As stated

in the first chapter, the main objective of developing such

a model is to help the decision maker assess the value of

information and estimate the benefits of developing the

national information system. The value of information, on

this level, can only be assessed from the changes in the

national development process which accompany its use

[41:57]. So, the experiments, in this chapter, are directed

at studying the effects of changes in information quality

attributes on the level of achievement of the national

development objectives.

"Model -based policy analysis involve the use of the

model to help investigate why particular policies
have the effects they do and to identify policies

that can be implemented to improve the problematic
behavi or of the real system. The goal is an

4.. understanding of what policies work and why."
~[32:321 ].

* ' The results of the experiments, as with any analytical

tool, provide information which a decision maker can use

together with intuition, judgment, and experience to make

policy decisions. Discussed in this chapter are the

I76
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experiment conceptualization effEcts on the four objective-

of the devel opment process, r ecommendat ions af the

. conclusi on.

a. Experimental Conceptual ization

In the model construction, derisions 3rE rod id a. a

combination of information flows describng the status and

objectives of the system. information entering a decisiu n

is -ssumed to be available with certain levels of accuracy

and timeliness. The level of accuracy is represented by the

parameters INFC, PRCH, and USMN which control NOISE and

NORMRN functions. The level of timeliness is represented by

SMOOTH and DLINF7 functions. Those levels are changed

through two experiments. The first experiment considers the

develcpment process with the present level of information

quality. The second one considers the development process

with the objective level of information quality. The

Neffects of these chanes on the objectives of the national

4 ~ development process are developed using the stated measures

of each objective.

As mentioned in chapter three, the development plan has

four objectives to achi eve. The first, increasing

investment rate to achieve full employment. The measures of

Sthis objective are the idle workforce (IWF), domestic labor

4 (DLB), and labor working abroad (ALB).

The second objective is to a;chiev'e a balance between

•~ %%
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production and consumption by increasing the output of the

production sector. The masures Of this objective are the

consumption per capita (UNSI) and the production rate (PRD).

The third objective of the development plan is to keep

" the armed forces on the same level of manpower while

acquiring more sophisticated weapons. Since the proposed

information system is considered that have no effects on the

process of weapon systems acquisition, the measures of this

objective are the number of draftees under training (DAT)

relative to the productive draftees (DUS).

The fourth objective is to improve the standard of

living of people by increasing the family consumption rate,

increasing the public consumption (public services), and

satisfying the demand on housing. The measures of this

objectives are the consumption rate per capita (CNSl), the

public expenditure per capita (PSEXI), and housing demand

(HSDM).

- For each one of those objectives, the results of

-c experiments are described and discussed in the following

sections.

Effects on the First Objective of Development

The first objective of development is concerned with the

.' level of employment. The model provides information about

v% the numbers of idle workforce, domestic labor, and labor

working abroad. Table 5.1 includes a summary of these

79
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in-Formation and comparisons between the effects of the two

levels of information quality.

°° D%"Basic level of Quality Revised Level of Quality" " Time ---------- ---

(years) Labor in Millions: Labor in Millions:

Idle Domestic Abroad Idle Domestic Abroad
(IWF) (DLB) (ALB) (IWF) (DLB) (ALB'

' .. 0 2. 6000 11!. 000 1 .C0 0002 6000 11. -)C- C 1. 0[0(-
iq ' | " 5 0. 4381 14.689 0..97-39 0. 6 122 14. 5 14 0. 973 9

. .10 0. 477e 16. 024 0. 9486 0. 6077 15. 89 0. 9486

15 (. 57. 17. 160 0 .923 - .593Q8 17.10 I 03(._9248
20 12. 07391 16.580- 0. 8997 0l. 5634 IS. 158 0. 9',-63
25 1. 4991 15. 773 0. 8763 0. 5246 19. 004 0. 8 724

-. -)8 :70 92-l

.3 .3432 19. 575 0. 83712 0. 4713 20. 182 C-1.8757
".40 0 3-4.. 84 17199 -.8 3 _.4 2 9 55 ( .8 2

40_ ] .... 343 19. 742 0. 8095 0:. 4590) 20 . 6 3 2 , p 1
$-,45 0. 28E67 19.1321 0. 7e84 0. 450 21 4 0. 87C
- 50 0. 2740 19. 877 0. 7688 0. 4532 221. 4-. 2 ' 9 6

0'.. u .2644 19. 9 51 0 . 7 518 0. 4557 21' 77g C) -C. 86836

. 60 0 .2562 20. 054 0. 73774 0. 4597 22-. 10 4 0.8676

SOn the basic level of information quality, the table

shows a steady increase in labor working inside and a steady

-- decrease in labor working outside the country. This may be

reierred to the governmental policy to increase the

production and encourage investments inside the country.

. Although the table shows a tendency to decrease idleworkforce, it is increased significantly in the period

, between 15 and 730 years of the time reference. This may be

referred to the delay in information required to adjust the
Idlmechanism of development.
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On the revised level of information quality, the table

shows a suibstantial increase in the numbers of working labor

relative to the corresponding numbers of labor on the basic

level of i n for mat ion qual ity. This is due to the

* * improvement of the development system as a whole which

happened after improving the quality of information.

However, the idle workforce also increased which may be

referred to the increase in productive life of an employee

* due to the decrease in death rate and the increase in health

-V level of the workforce. The table als~o shows no contingency

*. -dincrease in idle workforce in the period years number 15 and

3W0 of the time reference.

Effects on the Second Objective of Development

The second objective of development is concerned with

the rates of consumption per capita and production. Table

5.2 illustrate the rate of consumption per capita per year

and the rate of production per year on both the two levels

oaaf information quality. Throughout the time reference of

the model, the table shows a Substantial increase in bothV consumption per capita and production on the revised level

of information quality. There are two factors that affect

the increase in consumption per capita which are the

increase in production and the improvement in allocation of

subsi di zation.

% J,
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Basic Level of Ouality Revised Level of OLIity

Ti me

(years) Consumption Pr od-uct i on Consumption Prod-uct i on
r$, (4/capita (4 billions (4/capita ( billions

* 'year) /year) /Vear) /ye.Zr

,2., 0 5(-. 00 Ii. 937 5 C0.0 1 1.937
5 0 0 500.00 16.606 500.0 17.966

- :.10 500 _ 0 21. 626 500. 0 22. 847
15 500. -271 1 .0 -119 540.9 25.243

A.20 500.00 20. 672 608.2 28.851

5 00.00 12. 120 675. 31 .809
50 500.00 20. 956 748.8 35. 176
35 500.00 22.1 83. 4 39. 184

. 40 500.00 23.071 9 8.4 44. 284
45 500. 0.0 24. 029 1 (70. 4 50.812

S 50 546.63 27. 372 127. - 59. 139
55 559.04 27. 890 1449.6 69.804
60 632.80 1 7 172L 4 83 .55

Table 5.2 Effects on the Second Objective of Development

Effects on the Third Objective of Development

The model considers two measures of the third objective

of development which are the draftees under training

relative to the productive draftees. For the same level of

military forces, a lower number of draftees under training

- implies a lower cost and higher efficiency. Table 5.3 shows

a decrease in the number of draftees under training

throughout the time reference of the model. This is

attributed to the improvement of information which is

exchanged between the education, civilian, and military

sectors for adjusting the allocation of people on the

i",' C I
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appropriate activities.

Tm Basic Level of Quality Revised Level of Quality
ST i m e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

(years) Draftees in Millions: Draftees in Millions:
Under Productive Under Productive

Training Training
(DAT) (DUS) (DAT) ( DU,

)0 .26000 .540€0 .26000 .54
.5527 .57087 .25487 .57085

10 .25187 .57969 .24966 .57981
1 5 .25009 .58218 .24593 .58239

20 .24946 .58301 .24030 . 58326
25 24882 .58296 .23966 58323
30 .2493 .58286 .23016 .58316
35 .24906 .58276 .23989 .5830.5
40 .24924 .58263 .24008 . 5831045 .24918 .58295 .24001 .58322

50 24921 .58286 .24004 5 13-.1
55 .24895 .58291 .23978 .58319
60 .24897 58262 23980 .58310

Table 5.3 Effects on the Third Objective of Development

Effects on the Fourth Objective of Development

The fourth objective of development is concer-ned with

the people's standard of living. The defined measures for

W,• this objective are the rate of consumption per capita, the

public services expenditures, and housing unsatisfied

demand. Table 5.4 shows the degree of change in each one of
4,.,

these measures due to the improvement in the quality of

information.
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Ti B Bisc LCVe I -'f n-Lt-41 i t e- Reid Leel E f 1 'ia f t-

(years) CS SEX1 CD'3 I'X HSDM*

Xo 51c 174i5X) ~ 17

,. C C ) 76 4 -0 5 6.76 1C--7. .
-20 500 . CI0 C? . ) 77 du .7

25W) CIO. 41.9Q uOu96 67.-

.0 , _j-7

30 so .00 44.67 ').97'4. 4
500. 00 4. 4' :1. (U98 - I ~4

, --,. -°4 .4

40 500.00 50 6 C.099 98.4 51 F4
45 500.00 53. 401 009B .
T0 546.63. 56. 6 0. 1...0. 4(

yea s . "-,I91 'E 4S h 6:. C) . .. IC t)E. I S4M

55 ~ '.0 6 1 .12 149.5 66 54 __* 1
60 6732 .80 6: 7, 0.1 4 172 1 . 'At 6 72 ?2',,i

Figure 5.4 Effects on the Fourth

Objective of De-velopment

*CN5S1 = Rate of Consumption per Capita ($V/capita/yk~ear)
HSDM = Demand on Housing (millions of houses)

PSEX1= Public Servicea E---penditLtreS per Capita.

.. ....-. 'C ,

Recommendations

------- ------

The model developed in this study provides a broad-b_=ed

structure of the de-velopment proces-s in Egypt. The model i

directed at d.eeopment of a cp rehensve goernmentaI
iim. The model s used to inestigate the

impact of changes in i nfor ion qulity on the developent

process, to tCne .le :of inforton, and to estimate

the benefits -o- atior-l nformation sy-tem and disCU

i requi rements. Inv eo mtodel c Such a eesl of cmpleityl

i nf o r m a i o sy st e m • Th e m o i s .s ed t o % i n -e t.t-h
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many relati onships and interactions have to be estimated to

be included in the system model.

"Much of t he behavi or of systems rests on
relationships and interac-tions that are believ-ed,

" and probably correctly so, to be important but that
Tor a long time will evade quantitative measure.
Unless we take o Ur best estimates of these
relationships and inclutde them in a system m.-,odel, we

are in effect saying that they make no difference
and can be omitted. It is far more serioLis to U!mi

- a relationship that is believed to be important th.n
to include it at a Iow level of accuracy that fits
within the plausible range of uncertainty ... If
one believes a relationship to be important, he acts
accordingly and makes the best use he c an of the
information av a ilablIe. He is willing to let his
reputation rest on his keenness of perception and

interpretation." [8: 1143.

However, there are several areas in which further research

would be useful. These areas are identified in the

following four paragraphs.

Econometrics and Aggregat ion Theory. Econometrics is

concerned with the empirical determination of economic laws

which identify behavioral or technica! relations + an

economyi. A beha-i oral rel ati on describes how consumers

behave, on the average, with regard their purchases of

goods, given the relative price level of these goods as well

Ea rel income per c.apita. A technical relation describes

how any input combination (fz ct.nr s of production) leads to

partic :I? (!r- max mum) output (pro d t on . These

-. relationships interart on both macro and micro -- 1CIs. The

analysis o the relation ships between mi cro- and

macrorel ations is known as acgregat i OF theory. In the

. ,: capital sector of this model , the estimation of pr,-ductio

S84
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(C315) are built rpo ge-a data Hn n ., ,.Te

were tested and + e

J.nnsistent with t 'h e TI -

model zind 5E'fP-P a- . -

F.... a, * d!n n ,,d e m A re iF. fy o,, r -o, ,s t

model -

j4 Spr~ .. .. - .... te. --.. i2 .s -, we- ...

I--' t- __ Lubet e n db_ t e e~q F. .i !i7 : au!mia y se t "-- r

aT f-fed by ., intbyr ed nCformation syste, Htw e q

concrete job s ciaion schedu l .e w, uld e

-feed this syste.

Patterns o, Devel opme.-t. The orny f,

development c-.nsidered in ti dy f iEa c

Because the time reference of the study covers 5" years. it

may be helpful to discuss and consi der another patterns of

development which may Lv consi dered in certain phases of

growth.

Inc udinq Gusts -f System Devel opment. The total csts

of deoc-,pi ng the proposed inFormation system and the way of

paymert .r-e nai - fa tfoT s req,. ired for the dceir- on maker.

Tncludigr tho.e co-t in the model is a necessary subsequent

phase of the study. Tt i-v epect ed that the rate cf

achievement of the de.velopment objectives will te af-ected

Crr rertain p.eriod -cccrdn, to the a ount and t !Te u.-

pay men, t fcor the system.

rQ



Ion cor!cI-.i o n the obct b+ t t E

. r-c omp1ished. The d .- -'oped it, tH L- provides a-

r broad-based str ucticu- he t d eeI, r et:t , ce n E g p

The model i dir-ected at developmert f a mprehens .ve

governmental informa . s y-tem. A a de+iion ,.?:in to,ol,

the model ca- provi de additional informati on fuor a deci sion

maker t~ u-'-e in conjunction w-ith intuition, iudgment, and

experience to eval uate proposed information ystems The

model is also useful as an aid in investigating the impact
foFF ~ .. -a -on he devel opment

changes 1i information -uaity ont

process, assessing the value -if in-formati,on, and estimating

the benefits of a Fationai in-formation system and discussing

i ts requi remerts. Recommendati ons have been introduced for

further research whi ch will enhance the model 's usefulness

for both information eval uati on and other olicies of

development.

4% 6
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VARIABLE LISTING
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Variable Variable Units of
Name Description Measure

AAL Access Rate of Abroad Labor person/year
AALF Access Rate Fraction of Abroad Labor dimensionless
AAR Access Rate of Adult Population person/year
ABF Fraction of Retirement of

Abroad Labor dimensionless
ADAT Rate of Access to Draftees

Under Training person/year
ADPOP Adult Population person
ADUS Rate of Access to Productive

Draftees person/year
AERT Adjusted Education Ratio dimensionless
AL Access of Domestic Labor person/year
ALB Labor Working Abroad person
ALBT Access Rate of Labor Needs Training person/year
ALC Average Life of Capital years
ALR Revenue Rate of Labor

Working Abroad S/year
ALW Wages of Abroad Labor S/person/year
ANI Accumulated National Income $
APL Average Productive Life years
ARF Fraction of Draftees Who Do Not

Need Training dimensionless
AVF Rate of Access of Professionals person/year
AVFM Average Number of persons of

a Family person/family
BR Birth Rate person/year
BRF Birth Rate Fraction fraction/year
CAP Capital Stock $
CDR Rate of Depreciation of Capital S/year
CNS Rate of Consumption S/year
CNS1 Rate of Consumption per Capita S/person/year
CNSTF Construction Factor dimensionless
DAT Draftees Under Training person
DDUS Rate of Departure of Draftees person/year
DLB Domestic Labor person
DLW Wages of Domestic Labor S/person/year
DP Draft Service Period year
DR Oeath Rate person/year
DRF Death Rate Fraction fraction/year
DUS Productive Draftees person
DVF Rate of Retirement of Professionals person/year
EDC Education Cost S/pupil/year
EDEX Education Expenditure S/year
EDEXI Education Expenditure per pupil S/pupil/year
EDP priority of Education dimensionless
EDRT Education Ratio dimensionless
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FLOC Fraction of Land Occupied dimensionless
FMNM Number of Families families
GCNST Construction Rate of Government house/year
GDMOL Demolition Rate of Houses

Built by Government house/year
GEX Expenditure Rate of Government S/year
GHSB Houses Built by Government houses
GOT Government Social Expenditure S/year
HABA Land Available for Building Houses square miles
HLF Health Factor dimensionless
HSA Average area of a house square miles
HSAL Average Life of a House years
HSC Average Cost of a House S/house
HSDM Demand on Housing houses
HSEX Government Expenditure on Housing $/year
INFC Information Completeness dimensionless
INV Rate of Investment S/year
INVF Investment Fraction dimensionless
IWF Idle Work Force person
LBT Rate of Training of Labor person/year
LNSA Access Rate of Loans $/year
LWRTI Ratio of Differences of Wages dimensionless
MCNS Minimum Consumption per Capita S/person/year
MLB Multiplier from Idle Labor

on Tax Ratio dimensionless
MNI Multiplier from Accumulated

National Income on Tax Ratio dimensionless
MCM Rate of Development of New

Communities square miles/
year

NCMEX Expenditures on New Communities $/year
OLR Revenue Rate of Oil S/year
OTI Rate of Other Sources of Income S/year
PCNST Construction Rate of Private Sector house/year
PDMOL Demolition Rate of Houses Built

by Private Sector house/year
PHSB Houses Built by Private Sector house/year
POPDN Population Density person/square

mile
PRCH Rate of Technological Change dimensionless
PRD Rate of Production S/year
PSEX Public Service Expenditure $/year
PSEXI Public Service per Capita S/person/year
PSP Priority of Public Services dimensionless
PTY Productivity dimensionless
RAL Retiring Rate of Abroad Labor person/year
RL Retiring Rate of Domestic Labor person/year
RTR Retirement Rate person/year
SAPOP School-Age Population person
SAR Access Rate of School-Age Population person/year
SCR Revenue Rate of Sues Canal S/year
SCRT Ratio of Children Attend Schools dimensionless
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TD Rate of Departure of Draftees
Under Training person/year

TMF Anticipated Total Military Force person
TP Training Period year
TPOP Total Population person

* TRR Revenue Rate of Tourist $/year
TXRT Ratio of Taxes dimensionless
TXRV Revenue Rate of Taxes S/year
USMN Allocation Factor dimensionless
VDR Ratio of Professional dimensionless
VMF Professionals person
WWF Fraction of Woman Working dimensionless
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* EGYPT-4

NOTE DEMOGRAPHIC SECTOR
NOTE =------------------------------------------

L SAPOP.K=SAPOP.J+(DT) (SAR.JK-AAR.JK) DS1
N SAPOP=12.2 DS.)
R SAR.KL=DELAV1 (BR.JK,6) 0S3
R BR..KL=(ADPOP.K) (BRF.K) 064
A BRF.K=TABLE(TBRF,EDRT.K,0,100,20) 065
T TBRF=.05/.048/.046/.038/.030/.02
R AAR.KL=DELAY1 (SAR.JK,12) 06
A EDRT.K=SMOOTH(SCRT.K,12) DS7
A SCRT.K=MIN(EDEX1.K/EDC,99) DS13
A EDEXI.K=EDEX. K/SAPOP. K 069
A RPRCH..K=EDRT..K*( (l-PRCH)+PRCH*NOISEo) OSlo
A AERT.K=DLINF3(RPRCH.K,4) OSi11
A EDEX. KGOT. K*EDP DS 12
C EDP=0.2 DS13
C EDC=0.65 DS 14

L ADPOP..K=ADPOP.J+(DT) (AAR.JK-RTR.JK) DS15
N ADPOP=22 0616
R RTR. KL=ADPOP. K/APL. K D617
A APL..K=(l/DRF.K-18) (1-HLF.K) 0618
A HLF.K=TABLE(THLF,PSEX1.K,0,500,100) D619
T THLF=.20/. 12/.10/. 10/.08/0.0
A PSEXI.-K=PSEX. K/TPOP. K 0620
A PSEX. K=GOT. K*PSP D621
C PSP=0.5 0622

L TPOP.K=TPOP.J+ CDT) (BR. JK-DR. JK) 0623
N TPOP=46 D624
R DR.KL=(TPOP.K) CDRF.K) D625
A DRF.K=TABLE(TDRF,CNSI.K,0,1000,200) D626
T TDRF=.025/.019/.016/.0145/.0135/.013
A CNS1.K=CNS.JK*INFC/TPOP..K 0627

NOTE
NOTE MILITARY SECTOR
NOTE =------------------------------------------

L VMF.K=VMF.K+(DT) (AVF.JK-DVF.JK) MS1
N VMF=TMF*VDR M62
R DVF. KL=VMF. K/APL. K M53
R AYF.KL=(TMF*VDR)+(0.01*DAT.K)-VMF.K MS4
L DUS.K=DUS.J+ (OT) (ADUS. JK+TD. JK-DDUS. JK) MS5
N DUS=0. 75*TMF*1( 1-VOR) M6
R DDUS..KL=(DUS.K.DAT.K) lOP MS7
R ADUS. KL=DRQ.K*ARF. K MS8
A DRO.K=(VMF.K/VDR)-DUS.K M69
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L DAT.K=DAT.J+(DT) (ADAT.JK-TD.JK) MS10
N DAT=0. 25*TMF C1-VDR) MS1il
R TD.KL=DAT.K/TP MS 12
R ADAT.KL=DRQ..K*(1-ARF.K) MS 13
A ARF.K=AERT.K*NRMRN(USMN,o.1)/1000 MS14
C VDR=.25 MS 15
C TMF=0.5 MS 16
C TP=0.5 MS 17
C DP=2 MS 18

NOTE
NOTE LABOR SECTOR
NOTE

L DLB.K=DLB.J4-(DT) (AL.JK+LBT.JK-RL.JK-AAL.JK) LSI
N DLB=11 LS2
R RL.KL=DL.K/APL.K LS3
R AL.KL=MIN(DLB.K*INFC*INV.JK/CAP.K,IWF.K) LS4
R LBT. KL=DELAY3 (ALBT,2) LS5
A ALBT.KL=DLB.K*(1-INFC)*INV.JK/CAP.K LS6
A IWF. KMAX (ADPOP. K*WWF-DLB. K-ALB. K-
X DAT.K-DUS.K,0.O) LS7
A WWF.K=TABLE(TWWF,EDRT.K,0,1,0.2) LS8
T TWWF=0.5/0.6/0.68/0.74/0.78/0.80
A ALW.K=TABLE(TALW,ALB.K,0,2.5,0.5) LS9
T TALW=25000/23000/ 15000/10000/5000/2500
R AAL. KL=ALB. K*AALF. K LS1i)
A AALF. K=TABLE (TAALF,LWRTI .K,O, 1,0.2) LS11
T TAALF=O.O/.01/.018/.02/.021/.021
A LWRTI.K=(ALW.K-DLW.K*5)/ALW.K LS12
A DLW. K=MAX (PRD. JK/5/DLB. K,500) LS13
L ALB.K=ALB.J+(DT) (AAL..JK-RAL.JK) LS14
N ALB=1 LS 15
R RAL. KL=ALB. K/APL. K/ABF LS 16
C ABF=0.B3 LS17

NOTE
NOTE CAPITAL SECTOR
NOTE

L ANI.K=ANI.J+ CDT) (PRD.JK+OTI.JK+
X LNSA.JK-INV.JK--CNS.JK-GEX.JK CS1

*N ANI=10 CS2
R PRD. KL=PTY. K*CAP.K*EXP (0.65*
X LOGN(DLB..K/CAP.K)) CS3
R OTI. KL=TRR. K+SCR.K+OLR. K+ALR. K+TXRV.K CS4
A TRR.K=TABLE(TTRR,POPDN,0,300,60) CS5
T TTRR=50/5000/2500/800/80/50
A POPDN. KTPOP. K/HABA. K CS6
L SCR.K=SCR.J*(1+0. 1*DT/TIME.K) CS7
L OLR.K=PLR.J*(1+0. 1*DT/TIME.K) C58
N SCR=500 C59
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N OLR=500 CS1o
A ALR. K=ALB. K*ALW.K1/2 CS1 1
A TXRV. K=TXRT.K*CAP. K*INFC CS1i2
R LNSA.KL=MAX(MNI-ANI.K,0.0) C513
R INV.KL=ANI.K*INVF.K CS 14

*A INYF.K=TABLE(TINVF,TXRT,0,1,.2) CS15
T TINVF=0. 3/. 25/.20/. 101.05/0.0
L TXRT.K=TXRT.J+(DT) (MNI.K-MLB.K) (TXRT.J) CS16
A MLB.K=TABLE(TMIWF,IWF.K,0,5,1) CS17
T TMLB=0.0/.0151.027/.037/.045/.05
A MNI.K=TABLE(TMNI,NI.K,0,10E4,2E4) C618
T TMNI=. 05/.045/.03'71.0171.00110.0
R CNS.KL=MIN(PRD.KL,TPOP..K*MCNS1*INFC) C619
R GEX. KL=MEX. K+PSEX. K+EDEX.K
X HSEX.K+NCEX.K CS20
L CAP. K=CAP.J+(DT)(INY.JK-CDR.JK) CS21
N CAP=7.5E3 CS22
R CDR.KL=CAP.K/ALC CS23
C ALC=20 CS24

NOTE =------------------------------------------

NOTE HOUSING SECTOR
NOTE =------------------------------------------

L GHSB. K=GHSB.3+ (DT) (GCNST. JK-GDMOL. 3K) HSI
N GHSB=0.8 HS2
L PHSB..K=PHSB.3+ (DT) (PCNST.JK-PDMOL. JK) HS13
N PHSB=7.2 H64
R GDMOL. KL=GHSB. K/HSAL HS5
R PDMOL. KL-PHSB. K/HSAL HS6
R GCNST.KL=MIN(HSEX.K/HSC,HSDM.K) HS7
C HSC=SE-3 HSs
A HSEX. K=GOT. K*HSP HS9
C HSP=0.15 HS10
A HSDM.K=MAX(FMNM.K-GHSR.K-PHSB.K,0.0) HS1 1
A GHSR. K=GHSB. K*INFC HS 12
A FMNM. K=TPOP. K/AVFM HS 13
C AVFM=5 HS 14
R PCNST. KL=HSDM. K*CNSTF. K HS 15
A CNSTF.K=TABLE(TCNSTF,FLOC.K,0.0,1.0,0.2) HS16
T TCNSTF=0.5/0.4/0.2/0. 1/0.03/0.0
A FLOC.K=(GHSB.K+PHSB. K) *HSA/HABA. K/5 HS17
C HSA=5E-4 HS 18
L HABA.K=HABA.J+(DT)(NCM.JK) HS19
N HABA=2.8E5 HS20
R NCM. KL=NCMEX. K/NCMC HS2 1
A NCMEX. K=GOT. K*NCMP HS22
C NCMP=0.15 HS23
C NCMC=3E-3 HS24
C HSAL=6O HS25
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NOTE
NOTE OUTPUT STATEMENT
NOTE =-------------------------------------------------

OPT PR OT1
PLOT TPOP=P, AOPOP=A,SAPOP=S OT2
PLOT EDRT=E ,AERT=X 0T3
PLOT VMF=V,DUS=D,DAT=T 0T4
PLOT DLB=D,ALB=A, IWF=I 0T5
PLOT ANI=I,CAP=CGOT=G OT6
PLOT PRD=D,OTI=O,CNS=N, INV=V,GEX=G 0T7
PLOT GHSB=G,PHSB=P,HSDM=M 0T8

PRINT TPOP, ADPOP ,SAPOP,EDRT ,AERT 0T9
PRINT VMF,DUS,DAT OTIO
PRINT DLB,ALB,IWF OTi11
PRINT ANI,CAP,GOT,PRD,OTI OT12
PRINT CNS,INV,GEX 0T13
PRINT GHSB,PHSB ,HSDM OT14

SPEC DT=.5/PLTPER=2/PRTPER=2~l/LENGTH=60 OT15

NOTE =-------------------------------------------------

NOTE EXPERIMENTATION
NOTE =-------------------------------------------------

C INFC=1..O EXIA
C PRCH=0.O EXIB
C USMNO0.O EXIC
RUN
C INFC=.9 EX2A
C PRCH=.3 EX2B
C USMN=2 E X2C
RUN
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